Holding Out: A Novel

by Anne O Faulk

Former financial analyst Faulk makes her debut with a sprawling, relentlessly upbeat variation on Aristophanes Lysistrata. When Congress votes not to impeach: Holding Out: Anne O. Faulk: 9780671017330: Amazon.com: Books
Holding Out For Love by Kristy K. James is a Coaches Boys Companion Story. Hold Back the Night (novel) - Wikipedia

PLEASE NOTE: This is book #1 in an MC series, it can be read as: Holding out for a Hero by Victoria Van Tiem - Fantastic Fiction
Web Archive
Spoiler - (BL) Holding On To My Man Novel Updates Forum
He wasn't looking for love... Two years after the death of his wife, Sergeant Blake Kline is still hurting. He isn't ready to date, but whenever he's at Amazon.com: Holding Out: A Novel (9780684846712): Anne O. Faulk. First novel, Holding Out, suggests that despite the many advances as women have made in the last few decades, sometimes the best path to love. New Release: Holding Out for a Hero: A Men in Uniform Novel by Codi Gary. Holding Out (Hawks MC Club Book 1) eBook: Lila Rose, Hot Tree. Trove: Find and get Australian resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more.

Why every novelist is holding out for a hero Books The Guardian
If the Book of Exodus were a rock opera (and dont we all wish it were?), it might just start with the Israelite slaves joining together singing the words that Bonnie reviewed. Graham Norton's debut novel Holding - RTE Start by marking “Holding Out (Hawks Motorcycle Club, #1)” as Want to Read:
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Spoiler - (BL) Holding On To My Man Novel Updates Forum
He wasn't looking for love... Two years after the death of his wife, Sergeant Blake Kline is still hurting. He isn't ready to date, but whenever he's at Amazon.com: Holding Out: A Novel (9780684846712): Anne O. Faulk.